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INTRODUCTION 
After Aldo Rossi, we are unable to imagine that a city can exist without history. But 
today there exists a vast portion of humanity for whom living without history doesn't 
pose any issue whatsoever. We could go even further: living without history is a 
passionate adventure for them. (Koolhaas, 2001, p.309) 
New and Old, Modem and Tradition are always hotly debated topics today among Chinese 
architects. Even to those who have a very strong desire to demolish the old unhygienic 
structures (20C Modernists believe that hygiene is a dramatic change that modernism brings 
to architecture.), history is always a topic they touch first. How can we know which direction 
might be better, ifwe don't have any idea of the context of the place and people who lived 
and are living in this place? How do they perceive the world? Although Western and Asian 
urban situations are very hybridized today, Beijing is still an attractive city because of its 
unique Asian cultural atmosphere and its charming old city planning. 
Although style is not the issue to be discussed here, it is helpful to explore the term from a 
historical perspective, so that the reasons behind the rapid societal changes can be 
understood. The term modem also needs to be defined, because it is not dichotomously 
separated in terms of time but an important term related to technique, ideas etc. of an epoch. 
The rupture, or revolution, did lead to the situation that new and old are more contradictory 
than at any other time in history. These issues will be explored in Chapter II of my thesis, 
following Chapter I: problem statement and objective. At the beginning of Chapter II, the 
brief architecture history of Beijing is reviewed to help readers to understand the ancient 
architectural philosophies as well as the modem architecture trend in the city. This is also 
important for the thesis design as a necessary background. After that is the research on 
Kuhn's scientific revolution theory and Dawkin's book, Unweaving the Rainbow, which are 
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beneficial and critical to develop my own thinking on this modem issue in design. Kuhn 
helps to understand the key issue of a rapid change in our time by explaining scientific 
revolutions in depth, while Dawkins introduced a beautiful solution of the dilemma in our 
time by describing how poetry and science are related. Some ancient theories are discussed 
next as a part of understanding a poetic way in design solutions. Chapter III outlines the 
criteria and program of the thesis design. Chapter IV presents the design solution in terms of 
concepts from the research. 
The objectives of this thesis are to find out the fundamental reasons that cause the cultural 
rupture by the thesis research and to achieve new harmony through a newly enriched design 
process that is inspired by the research. The thesis research consists of four parts: I ,the city 
of Beijing; 2, scientific revolution - Thomas Kuhn; 3, Unweaving the rainbow-Richard 
Dawkins; 4, ancient theories - poetic solution. In the research of the city of Beijing, a brief 
modem architectural history has been observed from the viewpoint of the relationship and 
struggles between tradition and modem in the architectural practice in Beijing. This problem 
leads to a research on Thomas Kuhn's theory of scientific revolution, which explores how 
science brought a dramatic change to our time by receiving the popular perception and how 
such change of social constructs happens. After finding out the limits of the scientific system 
and understanding that there might be other approaches that could work with science and 
bring us a better solution to fulfill both people's spiritual and physical needs, Richard 
Dawkins' s book 'Unweaving the Rainbow' introduced a beautiful possibility that science and 
poetry can work together and inspire each other to understand people's life better. In the last 
part of the research, some of the most important ancient theories have been researched to 
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understand the essence behind the appearance in ancient time which science and poetry kept 
a good balance. 
After a design theory is developeo with the help of the thesis research, a design process has 
been formed by hybridizing long-lasting spirits as well as Zeitgeist as new poetry to achieve 
new harmony of our time with the help of science. A design solution of a Chinese ancient 




1.1 Background Discussion 
Nationalism once led the trend to condemn Western culture. It was said that the cultural 
intruder broke the supreme balance we possessed even 50 years ago. It seems that such an 
explanation is logical, but it is really very dangerous and not true if we do some research on 
the W estem theories of architecture. We can find the same situation happened everywhere in 
the world. It is a global issue in the modem industrialized world. There are obvious 
differences between W estem and Eastern culture, but if we accept this simple explanation, 
we might end up paying too much to find a way out of today's dilemma, because it is not the 
fundamental reason, which is responsible for the change in contempory urban structure. 
That's why I decide to explore the early W estem modem history to understand the 
fundamentals of modem architecture and the modem issue in Beijing. 
Time is a key factor of this research, and it seems necessary to make it clear what the 
difference between past and present is, if architecture is ever changing, which I believe. It is 
a paradox: there might be no confusion between tradition and modem to most of us on one 
hand; on the other hand, it is not easy to reach a conclusion how to define them. The detail 
discussion of the definition of modem in this thesis can be found in section 1.4 Definitions 
and Terms. The definition to me is only for the convenience to discuss the topic, so that it 
might not be the general meaning in the thesis. According to the general meaning of the 
terms tradition and modem, the paradox still exits today in Beijing: it is no doubt that there is 
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a lot of traditional architecture ( tradition and modem could be very easily differentiated in 
this sense.) which should be preserved; simultaneously the desire to be a modem city is so 
strong that it leads to a lot of destruction of these cultural relics without careful consideration 
of their value. In reality, the latter trend has been an advantage, but scholars, even the general 
public is more than eager to follow the former one. What is even worse is that architects tried 
to follow the tradition in their modem design in terms of forms and symbols. Harmony 
between the new and the old is hardly achieved today. Therefore, the central questions of this 
thesis are: 1. what's the most important reason that causes the cultural rupture today? 2. is it 
possible to achieve a kind of new harmony between human and nature, old and new? and 3. 
how can I achieve such harmony through an architectural process? 
1.2 Thesis Research 
During my research I found that people's attitudes towards nature today differ from that in 
ancient time, and I consider that understanding this difference might be one of the key factors 
for architects to respond to modem time in their designs. My thesis does not intend to change 
contemporary architectural language to interpret ancient architectural theories, as each 
language is born in its unique cultural and technical contexts. But by learning the ancient 
attitude towards nature, we may start using our own language from a new perspective. The 
diagrams below show the change of my design process before and after the thesis research: 
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Pre-Thesis Design Process 
Figure 1: Diagram of design process before the thesis research 
Modem architecture system refers to the W estem architectural educational and professional 
system in Figure 1. Most of Chinese architects are trained under such system, which faces the 
question of the relations with tradition and ancient theories. Before the research, I 
approached my design process through one way or the other, even when I tried to combine 
these two systems to achieve harmony. These two systems were a contradiction in my mind 
that led to my puzzle about modem and traditional architecture. 
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Thesis Design Process 
mmm1~a 
~IfffiNJJJTilfl(C 
Figure 2: Diagram of design process after the thesis research 
The research helps me to understand where the problem between the two systems is and 
where the possibility is to have both systems work together. Thomas Kuhn explores the 
modem world through the thread of scientific revolution, which is the source of the problem 
in our time. Mr. Dawkins offers a beautiful possibility of the solution- poetry. Scientific and 
poetic ways of understanding can be put together and inspire each other for a better solution. 
I am more conscious to utilize the ancient theories and our forefathers' experience as well as 
modem theories to benefit the design. Of course, not only ancient theories are poetic, but 
experience-based principles are contributing to a poetic way of thinking as well. However, 
these principles that developed in ancient time might not be suitable for our time, such as the 
principles ofFengshui that can't be followed today directly in terms of principles according 
to my research, because they are not suitable for the social construct today. The poetry 
behind these ancient principles is more valuable for our time. In the thesis design, scientific 
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and poetic systems are not contradictory, but work toward the common goal, which would 
lead to a better and more sophisticated solution. 
1.3 Thesis Design 
The ancient science museum would be a suitable vehicle to utilize both poetic and scientific 
methods of design. The modem science leads us to an industrialized world, which changes 
our way of living totally. However, the fundamentals of science today are evolved from the 
ancient science, whose characters differ a lot from science today. For example, besides 
research on the universe, the ancient astronomy studied the impact of celestial objects on 
human's activities as well, such as agriculture and architecture activities. My design, a 
museum for ancient science, which reflects my thinking on the impact of the time issue -
modem and tradition - on today's design, is a place to explore the artifacts of the old time in 
spaces of today. Basically, the task is to search the continuity of the time and society in terms 
of architectural design using the tools that belong to our time. 
1.4 Definitions and Terms 
Modern 
This is one of key terms in the thesis and it is used as an adjective in different situations. It is 
necessary to define it in order to avoid misunderstandingthis term, which would bring to the 
discussion. In Merriam-Webster Dictionary there are four meanings of modem as an 
adjective as below: 
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1 a : of, relating to, or characteristic of the present or the immediate past : 
CONTEMPORARY b : of, relating to, or characteristic of a period extending from a 
relevant remote past to the present time 
2 : involving recent techniques, methods, or ideas : UP-TO-DATE 
3 capitalized: of, relating to, or having the characteristics of the present or most 
recent period of development of a language 
4 : of or relating to modernism : MODERNIST (Merriam-Webster online, 2002) 
There are three situations when it is used in this thesis. 
1. When it is used to compare to an ancient theory or thought, it is in sense of time 
relating to present (Please refer to the definition of 1 a and 1 b above), such as "modern 
architecture system". 
2. When it is not used as an antonym of ancient, it refers to thoughts, technique or ideas 
relating to present time (the definition 2 above), such as "modern language". It is not 
related to modernism when the ideas, thoughts or technique of our time are discussed. 
It is necessary to draw a line between "modern language" in this thesis and the 
meaning of "modern language" in modernism. As my major professor Robert Findlay 
stated in one of our discussions: 
There is certainly a difference between modem meaning contemporary 
thought and deed, and the unproductive and presumptuous adoption of the 
word by W estem society suggesting that what is happening since the mid 19th 
C in Western cultures is the best and last thinking that needs to be done in 
science and architecture - and poetry for that matter. People in the Stone Age 
were modern at the time. (Findlay, 2002) 
3. When it is used to describe historic issues, sometimes it refers to modernism, such as 
in the description of modern desire of the city of Beijing. When modern became a 
style, it lost the authentic meaning of modern. This thesis refers to the original 
meaning of modem instead of the thoughts of Modernists. 
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Science 
The meaning of science in this thesis must be limited and can't cover some complex 
meanings of this term. It is used according to the research on science in this thesis. It refers to 
a system of knowledge - reductionism. It is paralleled to the third meaning in Merriam-
Webster Dictionary shown below. 
1 : the state of knowing: knowledge as distinguished from ignorance or 
misunderstanding 
2 a : a department of systematized knowledge as an object of study <the science of 
theology> b : something ( as a sport or technique) that may be studied or learned like 
systematized knowledge <have it down to a science> 
3 a : knowledge or a system of knowledge covering general truths or the operation of 
general laws especially as obtained and tested through scientific method b : such 
knowledge or such a system of knowledge concerned with the physical world and its 
phenomena: NATURAL SCIENCE 
4 : a system or method reconciling practical ends with scientific laws <culinary 
science> 
5 capitalized : CHRISTIAN SCIENCE (Merriam-Webster online, 2002) 
However, the broader meaning of this term - "the state of knowing: knowledge as 
distinguished from ignorance or misunderstanding" (Merriam-Webster online, 2002) is not 
used in this thesis in order to analyze the difference between scientific theories and ancient 
theories. Because a system of knowledge concerned with only the physical world cannot 
reflect all knowledge of human beings when we take the non-physical world into account. It 
is not fair to claim the non-physical world is all about superstitions (misunderstanding) or 
ignorance. The high level of science embraces the poetic way to speculate more sophisticated 
solution on the physical world, because science surpasses its limits to achieve what Newton's 
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scientific approach can not. Poetry and science can inspire each other to reach a high level of 
knowledge of the world. 
Nature 
The meaning of nature in the thesis is fundamental to both the physical and non-physical 
world. It stands for a total understanding of everything, physical or non-physical, that human 
beings respond to the environment and themselves. This term is used in this thesis in such 
broad meaning to understand the limits of approaches that are developed by man to 
understand an unlimited and complex world. 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND RESEARCH 
2.1 The City of Beijing 
The Ancient Capital 
\ 




• FORBIDDEN CITY 
'-.:~·\ . _,,,,,,),, __ OLD CITY 
Beijing was first built in the 
Yuan Dynasty (1271-1368) 
and further developed in Ming 
and Qing dynasties. During 
1267-1283, Kublai Khan, the 
first emperor of the Yuan 
Dynasty, built a metropolis, 
the most magnificent in the 
world at the time, on the ruins 
left over from the plunder of the Jin (1115-1234) rulers. It was acclaimed as a wonder by the 
Venetian traveler Marco Polo. 
Covering 42 square km, the city of Beijing was built entirely on an idealistic pattern depicted 
in ancient Chinese books. The most important book, which has influenced Chinese royal city 
planning for thousands of years, is Kao Gong Ji. It describes the ideal principles of a royal 
city planning and the placement of palaces. The city of Beijing was laid out in three 
concentric squares: the Palace City, the Royal City and the Outer City. The placement of the 
imperial ancestral temple on the left front of the Palace City while the altar for sacrifices to 
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the God of Land and the God of Grain on the right corresponded exactly to the guiding 
principles of planning the royal city in the Zhou Li.Kao Gong Ji ( ((Jw.lfL. ~I-i2J or 
Artificers'.Record: Rites of the Zhou Dynasty): "the royal ancestral temple should be located 
on the left while the altar for sacrifices to the God of Land on the right; court in front and the 
market behind." (Liu, 1999, p.296) Such principles were reinforced repeatedly by emperors 
of the Ming and the Qing dynasties. Beijing became an integral, square-shaped city enclosed 
by high walls and is composed of magnificent imperial palaces and neat streets and lanes 
arranged in a unified order. 
Figure 4: Bird's-eye view of Forbidden City 
The Imperial Palace of the Ming and the Qing dynasties lies in the center of the city of 
Beijing. It was called the Forbidden City at that time and renamed the Imperial Palace in 
1925. Within an area of 720,000 sq m, there remain by now 980-some buildings, among 
which more than 90 date back to the Ming period, holding 8, 700some rooms and amounting 
to 150,000 sq m of floor space. The whole complex is the largest in size and the best 
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preserved among the ancient imperial palaces remaining in the world, and was the highest-
level masterpiece of ancient Chinese architecture. It has a far reaching impact on 
architectural design in this city even until today.(~~*$'§, 2001) 
There was an imperial city wall, which encloses the Forbidden City and the buildings 
surrounding the Forbidden City. Thus the Imperial Palace was closely guarded and 
unbreakably fortified within the three city walls. From the Y ongdingmen Gate in the 
southern city wall to the emperor's residing palace, nine gates were built along a line -- the 
Zhengyangmen, Daqingmen, Tian'anmen, Duanmen, Wumen, Taihemen and Qianqingmen 
gates, which plus Y ongdingmen Gate just conformed to the nine-gate in the layout of the 
imperial place, -- the most strict principle in the construction of the ancient Chinese capital. 
(Liu, 1999, p.289) The Imperial Palace complex was grouped into a southern, or the front, 
and a northern, or the back, sections. The front section was the outer court, where the 
emperor exercised his authority, gave audiences to his ministers, accepted congratulations 
and conducted grand ceremonies in the Taihedian, Zhonghedian and Baohedian halls, which 
were the largest buildings in the Imperial Palace and in the entire old city before 1911. The 
back section was the emperor and his family's living quarters, where the emperor and 
empress resided in the palaces along the axis, while the concubines, princes and others 
resided in the six western and six eastern palaces. The functional distinction between the two 
sections was so strict that the demarcation was not permitted to be overstepped at will, which 
embodied the Chinese ethical concepts of conforming to hierarchic rules and distinguishing 
the interior from exterior. (Liu, 1999, p.295 -301) This principle was also applied to normal 
courtyard housings in Beijing, although the scales vary. 
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Basically, the guiding principle for planning a royal city, as well as many other Chinese 
architectural and planning theories, root deeply in Yin Yang and Wu Xing theories, which 
were inspired from the ancient Chinese philosophy and cosmology. Hence, when we are 
examining the layout of the Forbidden City, we would find that Yin-Yang and Wu Xing had 
deep influence in Chinese ancient architectural design. The UNESCO documents identifying 
the Imperial City as a world heritage site state that, 
In the Imperial Palace, the front court was in the south while the back residence in the 
north. According to the Wu Xing school, south is associated with the category of 
"fire," means growth, belongs to the Yang category and thus provides the place of 
government. The north is associated with "water," belongs to Yin, has the meaning of 
"storage," and is thus assumed to be the place suitable for residence. The buildings in 
the living quarters were made smaller in scale than the three halls in the front court 
and were decorated delicately so as to show the tender and gentle virtue of the Yin 
(female). The empress dowager lived in the west while the crown prince lived in the 
east because the former is associated with the stage of harvest in terms of the 
changing course of life and with "gold" in the west in terms of the Wu Xing school, 
whereas the latter is associated with the stage of growth and with "wood" in the east. 
That was why the Cininggong, Shou'angong and Shoukanggong palaces were built in 
the west of the Imperial Palace, while the southern three buildings and other palaces 
for the crown prince were built in the east. Furthermore, according to the Wu Xing 
school, "earth," yellow in color, is in the center and represents the nation, so the 
palace roofs were often colored in yellow; "fire "produces "earth" and has the color 
red, so the palace columns were all painted in red as the symbol of prosperity. The 
practice of taking the Wu Xing school as the universal standard had the implied 
meaning of heaven on earth and also the purpose of seeking good luck and preventing 
evils, which reflects the deep-going and far-reaching influence of traditional Chinese 
culture. (~t)i{*g, 2001) 
As the institute of the highest level that studies the science of cosmology, the site of the 
ancient observatory was selected under the same rule as described above. 
It was believed in ancient China that the Celestial Ruler lived among the asterisms in 
the Purple Forbidden Enclosure, and the emperor regarded himself as the son of 
heaven, so the surrounding wall of the Imperial Palace was called Purple Forbidden 
City wall, within which 15 major palaces were built to symbolize the 15 asterisms 
within the western and eastern barriers of the Purple Forbidden Enclosure, and both 
the buildings and gates were often given names associated with celestial phenomena, 
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such as Qianqing, Kunning, Rijing and Yuehua, so as to create the image of heaven 
on earth and conform to the concepts that the world and heaven were combined into 
an entity and that the emperor was empowered by divinity. However, such thought 
didn't exclusively belong to the emperors. Chinese believed everyone has a star in the 
sky on behalf of his/her fate. That is why the astronomic symbols often appeared in 
Chinese architecture in terms of placement, decoration and names of the buildings, 
screen walls, etc. This theory was applied to the whole city as well as a small 
courtyard. 
The buildings of such vast size were laid out by Chinese architects in perfect order 
and formed into a splendid complex with all units linked up by numerous wall gates 
and courtyards. The combination of interior and exterior spaces, the arrangement of 
buildings varying in size, the use of different materials, the disposition of various 
structural members, the workmanship of decorative details and the choice of 
appropriate colors all reached a high level and combined to produce a thrilling artistic 
effect. 
Entering the Tian'anmen Gate and walking ahead along a paved long path, then 
passing through the Duanmen Gate and going farther along another long path, one 
can't help feeling that the Imperial Palace seems at an unreachable distance and in an 
immeasurable depth. But when a person passes through the massive Wumen Gate, the 
view would suddenly clear up as a spacious courtyard spreads out ahead. And 
ascending a flight of steps and entering the Taihemen Gate, he may enjoy a vast 
square and the magnificent Taihedian Hall behind it as the forte fortissimo of the 
spatial symphony. Such spatial sequences of masterworks can be seen everywhere in 
the Imperial Palace and around the whole city. Lofty palaces and low corridors appear 
alternately, forming a sharp contrast and producing a pleasing artistic effect of 
flowing rhythm. And different parts of the building shine with bright colors white 
platforms, red columns, blue and green paintings below eaves and golden yellow 
roofs make the buildings extremely striking against white clouds in the blue sky and 
the widespread gray roofs of common people's Siheyuan, compounds with houses 
around a courtyard. The axis through the Forbidden City dominates the whole city. 
(~~*~'§', 2001) 
These are typical experience-based on principles that were applied in ancient practice. These 
principles can't be followed today as it was, but the poetry behind these principles is the 
spirits of the people living in this great city. 
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The City in Modern Time 
Such rich cultural asset has been realized after the tremendous destruction of cultural 
heritages in the rapid social change in China, while more and more people criticized our 
attitudes towards cultural heritages during 1950s to 80s. One of the most important Chinese 
architectural historians can't be forgotten--- Sicheng Liang, a US trained Chinese scholar 
with an international reputation. Beijing was still in its old ways until 1949, when the 
People's Republic of China was founded. Before the transfer of power in Beijing an officer 
of the People's Liberation Army brought Sicheng Liang a map of the ci_ty and explained that 
Sicheng Liang was asked to designate areas where precious buildings and cultural relics must 
be preserved. Sicheng had sent Prim.er Chou En-lai in Chongqing copies of his analogous 
lists for wartime preservation. The new government seemed eager to preserve the large 
number of treasures in this city. Sicheng was named Vice-Director of the Beijing City 
Planning Commission. He formulated his recommendations for transforming Beijing into a 
new national capital, which was obviously not the same as it was before. 
1. The city should be a political and cultural center, not industrial. 
2. Industry must be absolutely barred. It would result in traffic congestion, 
environmental pollution, rapid growth of population, and shortage of housing. 
3. The Forbidden City should be strictly preserved. 
4. New building inside the old city wall should be limited in height to two or three 
stories. 
5. A new administrative center for government buildings with a north-south axis 
should be established west of the Forbidden City. 
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The government did not follow most of these recommendations except the third: The 
Forbidden City was saved. As for industry, the leaders at that time believed that industry is a 
symbol of modernized city. (Fairbank, 1994, p.169-170) Such a modern city could not be 
congruous to this scholar's ideal, who devoted his whole life in researching on all the city's 
beauties and Chinese cultural relics. I am not sure if I am nostalgic, but I have every reason 
to love the old city of Beijing as Professor Liang did. Modern was again the foe of tradition 
in this sense. 
Sicheng turned his attention to his fifth recommendation, that an administrative center 
for the new government should be established on a north-south axis west of the 
Forbidden City. This would permit important new construction without disturbing the 
traditional central axis of the city. (Fairbank, 1994, p.170) 
He figured out his scheme with the help of Ch' en Chan-hsiang, a British-trained urban 
planner. A Soviet advisor, who came to China during 1950s to 60s, "insisted that the 
government had to center on Tian An Men" (Fairbank, 1994, p.170)- the old city core. 
"Furthermore, a huge area in front of the gate had to be cleared and paved for mass 
gatherings and parades. They envisioned a close imitation of their own Kremlin-with Red-
Square in Moscow." (Fairbank, 1994, p.170) 
The Soviet nationalism and Avant-garde tried to convert the masses' way of thinking by 
using architecture as an important tool. The monument of communists seems not to be 
hindered by the consideration of cultural preservation. This went even further. In 1950s, 
major parts of the great city were destroyed. All the magnificent towers were torn down 
except the south-east corner tower and two gate towers, the front gate-Qianmen on the south 
and the Deshengmen on the north. With the disappearance of the moat, urban sprawl erased 
even the contours of the once famous capital of the Yuan, the Ming and the Qing. Today 
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most of Chinese architects believe that the demolition of the city wall and usage of the old 
city center as the government administrative area were big mistakes, which also have 
negative impacts on Beijing today- such as the overburden of the city core and traffic 
problems that can't be solved ifhutongs, the traditional streets, are to be preserved. How can 
we imagine that everything except the Forbidden City is destroyed? Luckily the problems 
attract a great deal of attention from the government as well as from the general public. 
Although the academic field has reached a unanimous agreement on Sicheng's 
recommendations on these issues, he "had been criticized of such mismatched structures 
'wearing a Western suit and a Chinese skullcap.' Still, to create a national style," (Fairbank, 
1994, p.172) which was an architectural movement he advocated in 1950s, 
for construction of large modem semi-high-rise buildings, the use of steel and 
concrete was essential. He had long been struck by analogies between the steel 
framing of modem construction and the post-and-lintel skeleton of Chinese traditional 
wooden architecture, both designed to support the weight of the roof and eliminate 
the need for bearing walls, thus permitting complete freedom in fenestration. The 
ancient large roof and painted beams were ironically applied to modem buildings. 
(Fairbank, 1994,p.172) 
As the economy prospered in the 1980s and 90s, a lot of homogenous apartment buildings 
and western style hotels and office buildings were erected everywhere in the capital. It seems 
that the debate on the relationship between modem and tradition will go forever. The national 
style was mentioned again in 1990's, as the former mayor of Beijing announced that all the 
urban projects in Beijing should "return to the style of the ancient capital". All public 
buildings at that time were capped with a token small pavilion or large roof in traditional 
Chinese style. The former mayor and a lot of his followers have been criticized in terms of 
political ideology. However, I do believe that a lot of people who followed this new National 
Style movement had deep love for the old city and a strong desire to go back to the old time. 
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In 1990s a so-called 'continental' style became popular in Beijing, which one could find many 
examples in Shanghai. (Li, 2001) It seems that the situation today is more like a style and 
political issue than an architectural debate, but it still explains to some extent the hesitation 
and unease about the impact of such big social changes in architecture in academic fields. 
The style established during such debate and dominated by using some indisputable 
arguments, so that it can mislead a real debate that would lead to more sophisticated 
solutions. 
The Struggle between the New and Old 
Although most Chinese architects could easily point out such shallowness either of the 
national style or of the continental style, not many could answer the questions they ask 
themselves in their daily practice, such as why are the modem and the tradition at odds?, why 
can't modem architecture fulfill people's spiritual need that could be satisfied by traditional 
architecture?, what is happening behind such rapid changes into modem world from the pre-
industrialized time?. It's the time to ponder ... although most of the architects are not allowed 
to think much in their works. As Rem Koolhaas said, 
The speed and intensity of production is literally overwhelming. If a city can produce 
nine hundred towers in ten years, there must be a mutant figure operating there; in 
this case, it is Chinese architect. Clearly he works in a completely different way than 
we do and has talents that we do not possess. Most of his production is done not in 
agencies but secretly, on a kitchen table with a computer. Chinese architects are 
probably the most modem architects in the world in their exploitation of all the 
resources of computers ... (Koolhaas, 1999, p.316) 
This is a vicious circle in architectural profession. Chinese architects can't have enough time 
to fulfill the need in limited project schedules in a responsible way they would like to work, 
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so that it is believed architects from overseas can be more capable of handling such complex 
situations, which is not accurate. For example, the design of a few large-scale public 
buildings was opened to tenders from overseas. The National Grand Theatre project in 
Beijing has been on the agenda of the government since the 1950s. No satisfactory solution 
had been offered by Chinese architects at that time. After the Grand Theater in Shanghai, 
designed by a French architect, achieved praise from Chinese architects as well as the general 
public, an international competition of the National Grand Theater was held. The models and 
designs of the National Grand Theater tendered by over 30 foreign and domestic architectural 
design companies were displayed in the History Museum in the summer of 1998. The result 
of this competition lead to a conflict between different ideas of the new and the old, which is 
always the first topic for the architects who are assigned a project in Beijing. The work of 
French architect Paul Andreu has been chosen. A lot of people argued and questioned that his 
design solution, a big egg-shaped modem building is so self conscious and egotistic that it 
doesn't show any respect to the cultural environment in Beijing. When such questions were 
raised to the architect by the Chinese journalists, Andreu defended his design by a metaphor 
on parents and children, who have close relations with big differences. (Li, 2001) 
The oscillation between the old and the new seems to be a fight between different styles, 
which actually hardly exists, if we consider that everything is in a continuously changing 
process. Any style would not happen over night and these styles simplify the real meaning of 
such change. They are only catalogued as an emblem of people's thinking, which is not 
accurately presenting what people really think. 
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2.2 Scientific Revolution- Thomas Kuhn 
A revolution is for me a special sort of change involving a certain sort of 
reconstruction of group commitments. (Kuhn, 1996, p.181) 
The goal of this section is to understand the dramatic rapid changes of our living 
environment; to compare ancient and modem scientific research; and to outline the different 
seedbeds of architecture yesterday and today. 
One question is always lingering in my mind: what is the relationship between science and 
thoughts which were bound together in scientific research in ancient times. Some thoughts 
are not considered as knowledge but culture or mystery today. For example, the Chinese 
officers in ancient times who did astronomical research in Beijing Ancient Observatory 
advised the government's political activities according to their research, which was based on 
a totally different research system. Modem people will not do the same thing, because we are 
modem and our value is scientific value. Scientific attitude is the only way we use to judge 
things. At the same time there are many ancient cultures (in my term it is knowledge) that we 
can't understand any longer. They were once considered common sense, so that nobody had 
to write them down, but these common sense ideas seem so mystical today even to our most 
knowledgeable people. This reminds me of a story-"Serpents and Skulls" I read from Italo 
Calvino's book, Mr. Palomar (Calvino, 1985, p.95-98). It is about a trip of Mr. Palomar who 
visited the ruins of Tula, ancient capital of the Toltecs in Mexico. He met a group of students. 
who also visited the place when he was there. What interests Mr. Palomar was that the young 
teacher of the students was always telling her students "We don't know what they mean" 
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following her explanations of each place. Even when some specialist told her the meanings, 
she still insisted in telling her student: "No es verdad, it is not true, what that senor said. We 
don't know what they mean." (Calvino, 1985, p.98) Mr. Palomar's words are of profound 
significance: "He asks himself: 'What did death, life, continuity, passage mean for the 
ancient Toltecs? And what can they mean today for these boys? And for me?"' (Calvino, 
1985, p.98) 
Yes, we might never understand some ancient "knowledge", but what led us to where we are 
today? There is also another fact that is magic to me: the scientists in ancient time were 
normally not only scientists, at least not only in a single specific field. The astronomer who 
was in charge of building the Ancient Observatory in Beijing was also a geographer, a 
mathematician and an important official in the government. Specialization makes difficulties 
to share wisdom in different fields. Actually the scientists, who normally served in the 
government considered themselves as politicians more than scientists. This situation is much 
different from that of today. I believe that this is another scenario of the modem world that 
has made this change happen. 
Thomas Kuhn's theory helps us understand the questions that puzzled me. He wrote a book 
The Structure of Scientific Revolutions which was first published in 1962. He revised it and 
added his new ideas later in 1996. He argued that the change of community structure is the 
key factor in the scientific revolution. 
There was, for example, no physics community before the mid-nineteenth century, 
and it was then formed by merger of parts of two previously separate communities, 
mathematics and natural philosophy (physique experimentale). What is today the 
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subject matter for a single broad community has been variously distributed among 
diverse communities in the past. (Kuhn, 1996, p.179) 
Contemporary communities are much more than before in terms of numbers, however, the 
question is that it might be much more difficult to share some subject matter among different 
communities than before. When a specialist of astronomy can't understand an urban city 
planner in a high level, he can't be benefited from other fields, which could also reflect the 
same truth from other perspectives. Kuhn's theory is congruous to the story that happened in 
China. About 100 years ago, Chinese could not tell the difference between the astronomer 
and the philosopher or the official who was in charge of the calendar. For them these fields 
shared values and facts, but today we can't imagine that a lot of government decisions were 
based on the advice from astronomers. Maybe someone still ask them for advice today, but 
such thing is no longer taken seriously. 
But how could community change like this happen? And is it another product of modem 
time? As Kuhn said, 
A scientific community consists, on this view, of the practitioners of a scientific 
specialty. To an extent unparalleled in most other fields, they have undergone similar 
educations and professional initiations; in the process they have absorbed the same 
technical literature and drawn many of the same lessons from it .... There are schools 
in the sciences, communities, that is, which approach the same subject from 
incompatible viewpoints. But they are far rarer there than in other fields; they are 
always in competition; and their competition is usually quickly ended. As a result, the 
members of a scientific community see themselves and are seen by others as the men 
uniquely responsible for the pursuit of a set of shared goals, including the training of 
their successors.(Kuhn, 1996, p.177) 
If what he defined here is true, we can imagine that the science today could be totally 
different in terms of the way to solve the problems that exist in nature. Nature -"the inherent 
character or basic constitution of a person or thing" (Merriam Webster Dictionary, 2001 )-
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would not change because of the way that human beings understand it. Thomas Kuhn is not 
the only person who holds the similar opinion. Anson Rabinbach is also arguing: 
... the paradoxes of modernity: Was not material progress undermined by the 
unreasonable demands that it made on the body and spirit? Did not scientific and 
technological advances produce a dark side in the physical and psychological 
exhaustion of modem life? (Rabinbach, 1992) 
Although his main argument is about human motor and fatigue, it seems that science today 
might not be the only way to understand nature as it claims, which, I believe, is the very 
problem that led to the dark side of science. 
Did modem science hinder and then totally block other possibilities that could also develop a 
scientific structure parallel to that of today? Did we also lose something valuable to 
understand the nature of the world when other possibilities were discarded? Kuhn explored 
more on the reason of such transition: 
Probably the most striking of these is what I have previously called the transition 
from the pre- to the post-paradigm period in the development of a scientific field .... 
Before it occurs, a number of schools compete for the domination of a given field. 
Afterward, in the wake of some notable scientific achievement, the number of schools 
is greatly reduced ... (Kuhn, 1996, p.178) 
Is Fengshui also included in one of those weak schools that have been discarded? Even 
though people realize the value of such theories, the only way to convince us that Fengshui is 
knowledge is to reinterpret it within the scientific structure of today, which is too hard to 
achieve. Can this effort ever succeed if Kuhn's theory is true? 
Thomas Kuhn's theory of shared value convinced me that this thought might describe closely 
the facts that were taken for granted before. His theory also can offer a chance to study the 
motive of the revolution of science from a certain point of view, which is a crucial factor for 
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the rapid change from pre-industrialized or tradition period to industrialized or modem time. 
Scientists would share a set of theories, so that they could have the same language and share 
the previous achievement within their community. "All or most of the objects of group 
commitment. .. are constituents of the disciplinary matrix, and as such they form a whole and 
function together." (Kuhn, 1996, p.182) 
When people don't have such previous agreement within the community, they could find that 
the problem from the nature is too complex to be comprehended. However, when he or she 
was trained, he or she could find out that the same problem could be explained and 
researched to reach a resolution within a scientific system, which seems nothing wrong. But 
the point is: 
For him they are no longer the same situations he had encountered when his training 
began. He has meanwhile assimilated a time-tested and group-licensed way of 
seeing.(Kuhn, 1996:189) 
The student discovers, with or without the assistance of his instructor, a way to see 
his problem as like a problem he has already encountered. Having seen the 
resemblance, grasped the analogy between two or more distinct problems, he can 
interrelate symbols and attach them to nature in the ways that have proved 
effective before. (Kuhn, 1996, p.189) 
So, why don't we inspect the methods the scientists observe in nature? Could those formulas 
reflect nature accurately? Kuhn discussed "how the scientific community attaches an 
expression to nature" (Kuhn, 1996, p.188). 
The scientific community shares examples, in order to construct the language within the 
community. Such as Newton's second law of motion: f=ma, "If it were not for the general 
acceptance of expressions like these, there would be no points at which group members could 
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attach the powerful techniques of logical and mathematical manipulation in their puzzle-
solving enterprise." (Kuhn, 1996, p.183) 
Every member started learning these examples, which are believed effective to solve the 
problem in nature. But if we examine those examples, it's not difficult to discover the 
importance of the definitions and preconditions these examples set up to validate the laws. 
But it is not very convincing to apply these definitions when nature is described. " ... the 
nature of commitment to a law is very different from that of commitment to a definition. 
Laws are often corrigible piecemeal, but definitions, being tautologies, are not." (Kuhn, 
1996, p.183) ---- are they laws of nature? They are not. "Ohm's Law demanded a 
redefinition of both 'current' and 'resistance'; if those terms had continued to mean what 
they had meant before, Ohm's Law could not have been right." (Kuhn, 1996, p.183) 
Of course scientist could do it better, but they need to define pre-conditions that I suspect 
could interpret nature exactly. The question is whether it is possible to "attach the expression 
to nature" (Kuhn, 1996, p.188) However, it seems that human beings believed that science is 
the best way to "attach the expression to nature". We forgot that science is not all and not the 
only way to "attach the expression to nature". So only those that can be proved under such 
"scientific structure" could be called knowledge. It is the criteria that we are following to 
judge what is knowledge - is it scientific or not? Reduction is used to minimize the gray 
space in modem science. 
There is no neutral algorithm for theory-choice, no systematic decision procedure 
which, properly applied, must lead each individual in the group to the same decision. 
In this sense it is the community of specialists rather than its individual members that 
makes the effective decision. (Kuhn, 1996, p.200) 
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So, it is clear that the communities have been changed. But is it an ever changing process, or 
a revolution? I think the process is both of them. However, the term revolution could be more 
suitable to depict this process. It is an ever changing issue too, but why the tremendous 
change happened around mid-19th century in western culture and as late as early 20th century 
in China? According to my research it is because the modem value was established at that 
time. Accuracy, hygiene, simplicity, belief in science and the like are self-evident values. It is 
time without the God in whom human beings trusted for such a long time. It was once a 
matter of life and death, but it changed. We would rather believe specialists, otherwise we 
have no choice. They define what knowledge is and become the authority. "Communities of 
this sort are the units that this book has presented as the producers and validators of scientific 
knowledge." (Kuhn, 1996, p.178) 
Nobody outside of scientific communities is expected to understand their shared language; 
nobody who doesn't share the same values with them, therefore, could challenge their 
authority. Such science practices today hinder other intellectual thoughts that might be 
another valuable expression attached to nature. Such theories existed before, and that is why 
we don't really understand some of the ancient theories when we try to interpret them 
through the modem scientific language believing that they might be scientific or feeling the 
need to explain them scientifically. For example, many researchers who study Fengshui are 
trying to convince others by explaining it "scientifically". To them, only when it becomes 
science can it be accepted. 
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To reverse the process we have already made is not the way to go forward. Science is part of 
such a process. As Kuhn said, 
Though scientific development may resemble that in other fields more closely than 
has often been supposed, it is also strikingly different. To say, for example, that the 
sciences, at least after a certain point in their development, progress in a way that 
other fields do not, cannot have been all wrong, whatever progress itself may 
be.(Kuhn, 1996, p.209) 
What concerns me is that our extraordinary attitude towards science exaggerated what 
science can do, and therefore our attitude towards nature changed totally, because it was 
believed that science is the only way to express nature, to be attached to nature and to solve 
any problem within nature. 
If science could not interpret nature completely, it suggests that other theories and 
possibilities may exist, which have not been called "science". We had some ancient wisdom 
and theories that can be proved by experience but not by science. Could we just ignore them? 
Or can we learn something useful from ancient wisdom that is not available within our 
scientific structure? 
2.3 Unweaving the Rainbow - Richard Dawkins 
As is mentioned above, it is not easy to reach a unanimous conclus_ion about what modem is. 
However, Thomas Kuhn's scientific revolution theory is helpful to understand the modem 
world by searching the causes of change. Architecture has never been a pure science. So 
what is the impact of scientific revolution on architecture and art? Theo van Doesburg said: 
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"There exists no original, immutable, artistic norm, no fundamental type that is itself subject 
to growth, flowering, and decay and to which the value of art is restricted and to which the 
artist himself must conform." (Does burg, 1921) 
Art is also ever-changing, along the history of scientific development. But art needs to deal 
with not only external aspects of life, but internal character as well. 
Any Art, at whatever. time of its existence, is baroque when the external, natural, 
capricious, or particular element is dominant. 
Any art, at whatever time of its existence, is classic when these two elements are in 
harmony and this harmony is expressed in the manner of nature. 
Any art, at whatever time of its existence, is modem when the harmony, the essence 
of beauty appears completely in the manner of art. (Does burg, 1921) 
When science dominates the time, modem industrialized time comes. Thomas Kuhn's 
scientific revolution theory also reflects the dilemma of modem theories in architecture. His 
thoughts are not only about science, but also the study of the time and our epoch, brilliant 
and sometimes frustrated. He digs out the source of modem times. It's very helpful to 
understand the reason behind the problem of old and new. However, where is the way for art, 
or the continuity of the social life and social experience? Where is the solution of co-existing 
of modem and tradition? Richard Dawkins wrote a story that he was told by a teacher. One of 
her students read Dawkins' s book about science and went to her teacher in tears, because the 
book she rea? destroyed her hope of life. Mr. Dawkins tried hard in a positive tone in the 
discussion of science in the book he wrote later "Unweaving the Rainbow". In this book, 
science is always discussed with poetry, because that is always the question for those people 
who have doubts on science or don't like science. I think it's very interesting from here to see 
the change in our time. When Newton explained what the rainbow is, he got a solid proof in 
his theoretical system - Kuhn also talked about this in his article. Proof means truth for him. 
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It seems that there is not a contradiction with poetry. But scholars and artist like Keats 
complained that Newton destroyed the mystery of the rainbow. I believe that to Keats the 
rainbow means more than itself, it means even a part of life, which is truth from certain point 
of view. Is it the same reason that the little girl was afraid of life in no hope, or no mystery? 
The next question is how to explain why the rainbow is beautiful, ifNewton had us believe 
. that he got the truth of the rainbow. It's clear that it's hard for Newton to explain this, 
although some scientists believe they are working on it and will reach a conclusion finally. 
This thought troubled me a lot, because the explanation that scientists would like to offer is 
only one answer, if I believe that they will give me the proof that they have the truth. Poets 
would not do that. Is there only one truth of rainbow? 
Science itself is culture too in a broad sense. However, this term is limited in certain 
meanings according to section 1.3 in order to clarify the two different approaches and ways 
of thinking. The story of Kennewick Man inspired me to think about the relations between 
scientific truth and cultural truth. 
Kennewick Man is a skeleton discovered in Washington State in1996, carbon-dated to be 
older than 9,000 years. Anthropologists were intrigued by anatomical suggestions that he 
might be related to typical Native Americans, and therefore might represent a separate 
early migration across what is now the Bering Strait, or even from Iceland. They were 
preparing to do all-important DNA tests when the legal authorities seized the skeleton, 
intending to hand it over to representatives of local Indian tribes, who proposed to bury it 
and forbid all further study. Naturally there was widespread opposition from the scientific 
and archaeological community. Even if Kennewick Man is an American Indian of some 
kind, it is highly unlikely that his affinities lie with whichever particular tribe happens to 
live in the same area 9,000 years later. 
Native Americans have impressive legal muscle, and 'The Ancient One' might have been 
handed over to the tribes, but for bizarre twist. The Asatru Folk Assembly, a group of 
worshippers of the Norse gods Thor and Odin, filed an independent legal claim that 
Kennewick Man was actually a Viking. This Nordic sect, whose views you may follow in 
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the Summer 1997 issue of the Runnestone, were actually allowed to hold a religious 
service over the bones. This upset the Yakama Indian community, whose spokesman 
feared that the Viking ceremony could be 'keeping Kennewick Man's spirit from finding 
his body'. The dispute between Indians and Norsemen could well be settled by DNA 
comparison, and the Norsemen are quite keen to be put to this test. Scientific study of the 
remains would certainly cast fascinating light on the question of when humans first 
arrived in America. But Indian leaders resent the very idea of studying this question, 
because they believe their ancestors have been in America since the creation. As Armand 
Minthom, religious leader of the Umatilla tribe, put it: "From our oral histories, we know 
that our people have been part of this land since the beginning of time. We do not believe 
our people migrated here from another continent, as the scientists do" .(Dawkins, 1998, 
p.18-19) 
I can say that what I believe regarding the Indian migration is different from what Armand 
Minthom said. But my belief is not important, no matter if it is true or not from a scientific 
perspective. I would consider this scenario a cultural phenomenon rather than a scientific 
issue. As many Chinese believe in Buda, not in God, it doesn't make any sense to send a 
group of scientists to study whose belief is the truth. Culture is part of the people's life, but 
might not be proven in the same way scientific community is keen to prove it to be. It is 
Kuhn who talked about the authority of the scientific community. The scientific study can be 
the judge of the cultural issues as in the case of the Kennewick Man, simultaneously; such 
study could badly destroy the culture values. I have no intention to degrade science; on the 
contrary, I do believe that Dawkins is right to consider science an inspiration of poetry. 
However, I experienced so many serious harms to the Chinese culture if science is applied as 
a judge regardless of cultural situation. I think that many people will agree if they know that 
many temples in Beijing have been destroyed because Buddhism could not be proven as a 
scientific theory 20 years ago. It was unreal and superstition to those people who claimed that 
science could judge in any case- in culture, in science even in politics. I believe that poetry 
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and science are co-existing two ends as Yin and Yang. To keep the perfect balance between 
them will lead a better understanding to the life. 
Native Americans don't need to understand DNA theory, but their history, their belief are 
their roots and meaning of life. This makes sense to any people, Chinese, European and 
Americans. Maybe we value ancient ~'blind faith" too much to compete with science. As 
Robert Findlay wrote to me: 
I would not dismiss the ancient Chinese scientific principles/beliefs/findings as less 
than modem scientific/engineering ones - but as Kuhn would explain simply different 
social constructs of world views. It is interesting that the ancient principles are so 
much more widely valued than the scientific constructs. 
I don't think of this as blind faith as is suggested in Dawkin's retelling of the 
American Indians vs. the scientists in dealing with the Washington skeletal remains. 
By the way, the U.S. courts declared for the scientists and thereby have opened the 
way for DNA testing, etc. (Findlay, 2002) 
I believe that the appearance of ancient faiths seems like blind faiths, but the causes behind 
these faiths are valuable truths, although they can't be applied everywhere as science does. 
It's too simple to judge everything by science and change the way of living, which is much 
more based on tradition and experience. This thinking reminds me about the troublesome 
situation in architecture design in China today, which I mentioned in the problem statement 
in the beginning of the thesis. A voguish fad sees science as only one of many cultural myths, 
no more true nor valid than the myths of any other culture. I don't think that it's right to 
argue either science or historical experience is more believable. They are co-exiting. 
However, I remember that according to Mr. Kuhn's theory, science would take advantage of 
its clear logical way of deductionism. That means it's easier to explain any object that 
scientists study. Poetry or ancient theories are somehow obscure. 
Figure 5: Diagram of ancient theories applied 
in different fields 
2.4 Ancient theories - Poetic Solution 
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Poets can be obscure, sometimes for good 
reason, and they rightly claim immunity from 
the obligation to explain their lines. 'Tell me 
Mr. Eliot, how exactly does one measure out 
one's life with coffee spoons?' would not, to 
say the least, have been a good conversation 
opener, but a scientist, rightly, expects to be 
asked equivalent questions. 'In what sense 
can a gene be selfish?' 'What exactly flows 
down the River Out of Eden?' (Dawkins, 
1998, p.18) 
What I am trying to explain here is that we do 
not have to explain the ancient theories or 
culture in the way of deductionism, if we 
value and try to benefit our design by those 
treasures from our forefathers' experience and 
wisdom. Poetry is vague, but it can be 
explained in poetic way. Until the cultural 
truth such as Native American's belief and 
scientific truth such as DNA research can 
exist together and even inspire each other, the 
rupture between old and new can be bridged. 
Most of the Chinese ancient theories are similar to art works, like paintings or poems. They 
have their own explanations and also offer the audience space for their own sense and 
imagination, which is the way to achieve the prototype of a society. Because of the 
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complexity of social life, to abstract and understand people's lives from experience and 
people's own sense of truths through poetic language is so beautiful to me. Such poetic 
language like Dao, Feng Shui and Qi are the theories that exert a tremendous influence on 
Chinese architecture. However, they are not of equal rank. The theory of Dao emerged more 
than 2000 years ago and has a great impact on almost every later Chinese philosophy in other 
fields, as Feng Shui is one of them. The goal of Taoism is to understand the natural order, 
which gives birth to millions of things. Feng Shui is a theory or a placement art in 
architectural practice. It follows the ideas of Taoism. Qi is a way of thinking in Feng Shui as 
well as other fields such as medicine, painting, music and martial arts. These thoughts are 
very unique and offer a totally different way to observe nature. As Zhuang Zi said, 
There are things of which names and substances can be recorded, of which even the 
most quintessential and least discernible can be noted ... There are regularities that 
things possess, words exhaust, knowledge attains ... Yet the one who observes Dao 
does not pursue to where they vanish or explore the source from which they arise. 
This is the point where discussion stops ... The ultimate both of the Way and of things 
neither speech nor silence is able to convey: 
In what is neither speech nor silence, 
May discussion find its ultimate. (Peerenboom, 1993, p.55) 
Zhuang Zi is a Chinese philosopher who was active about 2400 years ago. His thoughts 
reflect a typical Chinese way of thinking. Here Chinese believe that although science is very 
powerful, it can't answer every question in the world. It would be too simple-minded, if one 
pursues everything to a certain answer. Silence (but not exact silence) makes one to think 
about the truth - the laws of nature. In most situations it is hard to explain in words, because 
such thoughts deal with completeness, which embraces both "tangible" and "intangible" 
principles. 
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It is not only in the eastern cultural system that thoughts are "full of gods", but in the western 
culture as well. At the early stage of science development, there were a lot of theories where 
similar thoughts left traces. Benjamin I. Schwartz discussed this phenomenon in his book 
'The World of Thought in Ancient China': 
To be sure, even in the case of Thales and Anaximenes, one can by no means 
dogmatically say that the "primordial stuff' excludes the psychic, the spiritual, or the 
numinous any more than dynamic. Anamimenes's air, like Thales's water, is "full of 
gods." Viewed in hindsight, however, one can see how the direction taken by these 
thinkers later reinforced by the atomism of Leucippus and Democritus, could lead to a 
clearly "reductionist" conception of matter. This would give rise to the possibility of 
explaining the diversity of the physical world as we perceive it as combinations of or 
"constructions" out of some simple homogeneous stuff of minimal properties by 
employing such principle of compounding and construction. (Schwartz, 1985, p.182) 
Schwarz's theory tests the correctness of Kuhn's corresponding thoughts. Kuhn discussed at 
length the "reductionist" method to explain the process of science - simplified formula with 
preconditions makes it possible to construct a system based on matter that could be proven. 
Such scientific development drives one to make every effort to understand and explain 
everything meaningfully according to such reductionism. On the contrary, those theories that 
deal with completeness and wholeness, that are both physical and nonphysical have no such 
desire as science has. As Schwarz argued, 
Anaximander' s ape iron is thus not a "reductionist" matter but a boundless 
indescribable encompassing reality from which all limited things "emerge." 
(Schwartz, 1985, p.182) 
It is very exciting to have this counterpart of Chinese thoughts in western culture. He 
continued, 
Similarly, in the case of China, one finds no impulse to identify ch'I, (This term is the 
same character of "Qi" (~) in Chinese. The author adopted different translation 
system from the standard translation method from Chinese to English which is widely 
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used today.) whatever its original meaning, with any specific constituent of reality 
such as water, earth, or air, which are somehow all there in "their own right" in the 
encompassing order of the world. (Schwartz, 1985, p.183) 
That is the spirit of the ancient thoughts on how to understand the truth, not by words, but by 
sense, which is "a : a particular sensation or kind or quality of sensation <a good sense of 
balance> b : a definite but often vague awareness or impression <felt a sense of insecurity> 
<a sense of danger>" ( Merriam-Webster online, 2002). Vague awareness more than 
meanings is used here to understand the complexity of the world. Generally, Chinese ancient 
theories practiced according to the words of masters, who won't teach one what truth is, but 
the way to sense the truth. Thus is the way that the ancient thoughts deal with the "physical" 
and "nonphysical" world as a whole. Is it the very challenge that we are facing today? 
Dao (Tao) (m:) and Yin Yang ( 
At the outset of constant undifferentiatedness, 
there was a far-reaching indeterminacy, a great emptiness. 
In its emptiness and indeterminacy, a great emptiness. 
Perpetually one, it abided ... 
Obtaining it, birds fly. 
Obtaining it, fish swim. 
Obtaining it, animals run. 
Obtaining it, the myriad things are engendered. 
Obtaining it, all undertakings are completed .. . 
Heaven and earth, yin and yang, 
the four seasons, sun and moon, 
the stars, constellations, clouds and qi, 
things that crawl, those that move like worms 
and those that have roots-
all take life from it 
yet the Way does not become diminished; 
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all return to it 
yet the Way does not become augmented. (Boshu, 87:168a-174b) (Chinese Ministry 
of Education Research Group on Ancient 
Literary Sources, 1984.) 
Literally Dao means road and method in Chinese. The name of Taoism came from this 
character. Taoism has been widely believed and applied in the life of ancient Chinese, 
Japanese and Korean. It is the biggest truth in the world. This truth is indescribable and 
dominates other laws. The goal of Taoism is to search and meditate on the natural order. The 
way of Taoism is typical non-reductionism, because it deals with the wholeness of the world. 
So the words of Taoism allow different explanations, which are of no particular meaning to 
the theory, because its goal is to inspire people how to meditate and understand the natural 
order in a level of mental perception through sensory organs. People could understand this 
only through meditation based on experiences - not only one's own, but also those of his 
forefathers and masters. It is the fundamental of everything to the ancient Chinese. As 
Peerenboom told us: 
To appreciate the place of humans within the natural order, one must come to grips 
with Dao as the mysterious metaphysical source or ground of all things, both human 
and nonhuman, and as the natural order itself. As a metaphysical entity, Dao is, the 
Dao Yuan section tells us, an uncaused, independent, unchanging standard. It is 
nameless, formless, empty and unfathomable. With harmony as its function, it 
operates in a wu wei (nonimpositional) fashion. It is the undifferentiated ground from 
which the phenomenal world of the myriad things arises ... (Peerenboom,1993, p. 51-
52) 
Within the natural order, there are three essential factors: Heaven, Human and Earth. They 
have their own Daos, however, the balance between them could achieve the truth. The 
Heaven and Human should be unified and no different. This is the basic viewpoint of 
Chinese in terms of meditation on nature. Human is only part of nature and should never 
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dominate nature. Only harmony is the natural order. Humans will be revenged if they break 
this order. It is possible to understand the underlying harmony if one obtains the Way. To do 
so, one needs to understand Dao first. 
Now a hundred words have their root; a thousand words have their crux; ten thousand 
words have their gist. The multitudes of the myriad things all pass through a single 
opening. Who is able to properly govern them if not a person who is himself correctly 
ordered? Only if one is truly able to put oneself in order will one be able to 
manipulate the orderly to put in order what is out of line, to grasp the one to 
understand the many, to eradicate what brings injury to the masses and to maintain 
what is appropriate for them. Getting a hold of the essence and preserving the one, 
identifying with the limits of the natural order, one will be able to understand the 
course of fortune and misfortune in heaven and on earth. (Boshu72:123a) (Chinese 
Ministry of Education Research Group on Ancient Literary Sources, 1984.) 
Dao gives birth to Yin and Yang, which is more specific theory to reach the goal of Dao. Dao 
represents the wholeness of the universe. Opposites spawn each other, creating a whole. For 
example, the sun at daybreak replaces the moon which, in tum, rises again at sunset, day after 
day. That is yin-yang. Yin and Yang originally refer to the lightness and darkness. Yin 
represents darkness and Yang represents brightness. The Chinese believe this is the root of 
the cosmos, where everything could be expressed by combining Yin and Yang. Yin and 
Yang are two utmost points, between which there are innumerable changes. Such Yin and 
Yang give birth to all things in the heaven and on the earth, physically and non-physically. Li 
Bai, one of the greatest Chinese poets active in Tang Dynasty, wrote: "Heaven and earth are 
an inn for the ten thousand things of creation" (Beijing Foreign Language University, 1979, 
p.1276) 
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Changing between Yin and Yang gives birth to thousand things. The symbol "I" (change) in 
the I Ching (Book of Changes) has the implied meaning of both never-changing and ever-
changing. This is a basic means used in architectural design to harmonize architecture and 
nature. It developed a visual representation of YinN ang and a way to locate a site. Dao is 
never-changing, while all things are ever-changing. This is the natural order. Obtaining it, 
harmony, fortune and happiness can be achieved. It is believed also to be the order of the 
cosmos: 
Significantly, yin and yang are discussed in conjunction with the regular pattemation 
of the constant natural order. Brightness and darkness alternate in a predictable, 
reliable fashion because the cosmos is regulated. Over time, yin· and yang themselves 
became paradigmatic symbols of the underlying order of the cosmos. All phenomena, 
human or non-, are classified as either yin or yang. (Peerenboom, 1993, p.45) 
Figure 6: Painting on Qi of earth 
Fengshui ( J,xt7j() and Qi (.SC) 
Feng Shui was one of the most important principles 
in architectural practice in China. It is the 
application of the Yin Yang theory on architecture. 
Feng Shui consists of two Chinese characters. 
Literally Feng is wind and Shui is water. Both wind 
and water are ever-changing, so that the never-
changing Dao can be applied to unlimited varied 
building environments. It's not hard to understand 
that human' s living environments have a very close relationship to nature according to Feng 
Shui theory. When the inhabitants of ancient China were looking for suitable land on which 
to live and farm, they discerned this knowledge and discovered these principles. We do not 
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know the exact time when Feng Shui became a part of Chinese philosophy and an art form, 
because it came from long time practice in the field of planning, architecture, landscape 
design and other art activities. Over thousands of years, these have been modified, adjusted 
and refined by succeeding generations. Thus Feng Shui has become a geographic and 
geomantic art form. Feng Shui, like many Chinese disciplines ranging from calligraphy to 
~:f i)7t 1241 if. 1400 ~1.1~., 
Th~ f•mou1 Chin,ese celestial planisptlerie ,eng,aved on 
stone ini Song Oyn35ty (1249). Ther;e are more ttlal'"l 1400 
nc1me(j &t.afs in ii. 
Figure 7: Chinese celestial planisphere engraved in 1249 
landscape painting to martial 
art, is a product of philosophy 
and religion. Its basic aim is to 
harmonize humans with the 
universe, which evolved from 
the concept of Dao. Ancient 
Chinese thought that the earth 
was a living organism like the 
human body, with mountains 
for bones, water for blood, and 
vegetations for hair. 
A very important Feng-shui 
concept, Qi, was considered to 
be the vital energy from the 
sky, carried by rain and water 
and moved by wind. Therefore, the accumulation of Qi is a basic principle of Chinese site 
selection. 
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They imagined that the movement of Qi on (or in) the earth was similar to the flow of Qi 
through the acupuncture points of the human body. There have been a lot of arguments on 
how to translate this term "Qi" into western languages to reflect accurately what Qi is. 
Generally, Qi is believed to refer to the order of both human and cosmic. Qi is dynamic and 
has some physical reductionist matter, but it is not matter. Schwartz summarized:" ... ch'i 
(Qi) comes to embrace properties which we would call psychic, emotional, spiritual, 
miminous,and even 'mystical"' (Schwartz, 1985, p.181) 
Peerenboom mentioned a story between Confucius and his disciple Yan Hui: 
... Zhuang Zi again has Confucius advising his disciple Yan Hui. He is admonishing 
Yan for being too organized, too tied down to fixed perspectives: as he puts it, for 
taking the heart-mind as one's authority. Confucius advises him to fast. But he is to 
fast the heart-mind (xin zhai JL!'*), not the body: "Unify your attention. Rather than 
listen with the ear, listen with the heart-mind. Rather than listen with the heart-mind, 
listen with your energies ( qi). Listening stops at the ear, the heart-mind at what tallies 
with thought. As for 'energy,' it is empty (xu) and waits to be roused by other things. 
Only the way brings together emptiness. The emptying is the fasting of the heart-
mind." (Peerenboom, 1993, p.198) 
The story illustrates how Qi works and the wisdom of understanding not only body (matter) 
but also heart-mind (spirit). However, not everyone agrees that Qi is energy. Schwarts wrote: 
To the extent that the word "energy" is used in the West to apply exclusively to a 
force that relates only entities described in terms of physical mass, it is as misleading 
as matter, I think, as an over-all name for ch'i (Qi), ch'i (Qi) usually refers to terms of 
which describe states of emotion, dispositions of sentiment, and attitudes. It thus 
refers to all kinds of states of "high spirits" (whether of anger or exaltation), to 
morale, zeal, courage, and arrogance. (Schwartz, 1985, p.181) 
Qi is a way to understand the wholeness of a place, physically and spiritually. So it has been 
used widely in Feng Shui theory. When Qi is scattered, a place will be barren. When Qi is 
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accumulated, the space will benefit those who are living there. The planning of Beijing is a 
good example in terms of accumulating Qi. The traditional courtyards were also designed 
under this ideology. So the whole city was harmonized with thousands of similar courtyards, 
which have been dramatically destroyed in some areas of Beijing. People are not 
complaining about such demolishment, but about the change of their life style. People can't 
enjoy the place when Qi is scattered, when modem buildings change the fabric of the city. 
The nonphysical factors of such changes are not easily discovered to general public. 
However, Feng Shui could help to find the answer. The modem city fabric hardly 
accumulates Qi, because of its big scale and self-expression. Thus it breaks the balance. The 
natural order requires us to keep everything in balance. Obtaining it, one is happy. 
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CHAPTERIII 
CRITERIA & PROGRAM OF THESIS DESIGN 
3 .1 Design Philosophy 
The goal of this thesis is not to develop a new theory or a new method that would be better 
for the design in terms of understanding nature. It would take a long time and enormous 
efforts to develop a new method. What is most important for me is to explore the value 
system of today, which dominates our decisions in design. As we can notice, people are more 
and more conscious about the relationship between our modem works and nature. Although 
many efforts have been made to achieve the balance between human and nature, the situation 
today is not very satisfactory. It goes without saying that we have problems to deal with 
nature, however, it is hard to hold identical views on the resolution. Some believe that nature 
could be ignored, because of the "Zeitgeist" of modem. That can be explained to some extent 
from the point of modem science, which is the god of today. Modem people once had been 
convinced that they can handle anything in nature sooner or later with the tool of science. 
There are still a lot of people who don't buy such modem spirit, but they hesitate to doubt the 
value system of today, although they sense that there is something wrong in the modem 
proposal above. What is ideal for the later group is to go back to the harmonious old time, 
such as William Morris, who hated machines so much, advocated. He is not alone. The 
struggle between these two groups never stops. 
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However, the idea of going back to the old time can't provide a resolution either. The key to 
such conflict lies within the value system itself - how can the decisions regarding nature be 
made in the process of the scientific development? Actually all human activities have more 
or less impact on nature, so that it is critical to understand nature well in order to avoid 
destroying it by our ignorance. As nature could not be changed by the way we understand it, 
I believe that the laws of nature are not tautological but corrigible piecemeal on most 
occasions as Kuhn told us. I would use experience and science as two different attitudes to 
understand nature. These two terms only stand for two different attitudes towards nature 
indicating the convenient purpose, so that it does not make sense to understand them literally. 
In my glossary, both science and experience should belong to human knowledge. But we 
can't explain completely the theories in one group by using the language of the other. 
The philosophies and theories based on experience /tradition and those based on science 
coexisted and are co-existing. However, it was not a problem in the past to apply both of 
them as tools to understand nature. These two different kinds of knowledge helped us to 
understand the nature in the pre-industrialized time. It is in the industrialized time that 
science competed with those experience-based theories and won the competition by proving 
truth within scientific structure as we discussed above. Materialized evidence is very 
convincible to prove that some theory is the truth or not. So science is believed to be the truth 
and it did change our life dramatically - we enjoy the happiness and the convenience that 
science has brought to us. We are starting to believe that every desire, no matter what it is, 
could be fulfilled at some time by the development of science. So how can we understand 
those theories based on experience, which can hardly be proved by such materialized 
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evidence. However, people do sense that something exists but can't be proven by modem 
science, such as social communication and human spiritual needs. There are a lot of schools 
trying to explain these conditions within the scientific structure too. I doubt, however, that 
such effort could ever succeed. Could we explain a theory using the language that was 
created to interpret principles in other field? They don't share the languages, or examples. 
Here I would like to give an example that illustrates the similar situation. For example, if 
one tries to.understand Germany well- its society, its history and culture - one needs to know 
the German language first. Some German words are associated with special social and 
culture issues that occurred in that country and can not be translated into another language 
without lengthy explanation of the background of the word. And I still doubt that even with 
the help of such explanation, English speakers hardly understand some certain social 
phenomena, if he or she does not speak German. That means we need to use the language 
. within its own field. 
It might not be difficult to find out the dilemma that we are facing in terms of the relationship 
between science and nature, between the value systems set up by such modem spirit and 
some harmonious ancient theories. If science couldn't express nature totally, there must be 
some imperfection of science as we have already sensed. Simultaneously, there are a lot of 
examples which tell us that some ancient theories based on experience work very well when 
dealing with the relationship between human and nature, which is a real problem under the 
value system of today. So why can't we take advantage of the wisdom from tradition and 
experience that really work in practice to search for the resolution that we can't find within 
the modem scientific value system. The problem for a typical modem person is that he or she 
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can't figure out why those theories that are not based on knowledge according to his 
definition could do what science can't. Such as Chinese Medicine and Fengshui theory, we 
all know they function unimaginably, but we have a hard time to understand why and how 
they work. So the scientific modernist can't trust them. And so many people who believe the 
value of Chinese medicine, or F engshui, or other like theories, are working hard to translate 
these theories with scientific language to validate them to be scientific knowledge of today. 
But if Kuhn's theory and our research on the scientific revolution are the reflection of the 
truth, are these efforts in vain? Maybe it is confusing here. It's understandable that people 
today are expecting scientific explanations of ancient theories because we are out of context 
of that time. However, to apply these theories by explaining it scientifically is not helpful to 
solve the problem today. In Kuhn's theory, social construct is discussed to understand how 
this change science brought about. As Robert Findlay put it together: 
I think Kuhn would consider ancient Chinese theory as well as modem science as 
social constructs. They are both ways of seeing and understanding the world, and 
their concepts and language are agreed on by a social group - being ancient 
philosophers, poets, or modem scientists. Kuhn's whole discussion of paradigm 
change is about how one society succeeds in their argument for shifting these group 
thought constructs. And when there is broader acceptance of this new view, there has 
been a theoretical shift in popular perception of how the world works. In your thesis, 
one could say that the major disruption in thinking occurred when the long-held 
ancient Chinese philosophies were challenged by the shift to alien modem scientific 
thinking. 
Change is difficult, and not always productive or positive. I have always thought that 
in your thesis we were arguing that these were, to put it simply, two different ways to 
explain the same phenomena, with each having its limits, but that there was positive 
benefit to integrate them in environmental design. (Robert Findlay, Email to Zhe Hu 
on Oct. 14, 2002) 
It's very important to recognize that both approaches - scientific and poetic - have their own 
limits. However, I think the approach at the ancient time kept a better balance between poetry 
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and science than that of today. Of course it was much easier, because the value system 
supported by science was much weaker at that time than it is today. The diagram below 
illustrates my thinking on this issue. 
Appearance Appearance 
( Expemnce-based principles, such as Fcngshui (modem lhcorics, such as Modernism 
& examples. such as Fomidden City) ____ ..,_ & examples. such as urban planning 
1 -- ·~:~&-~~-----------=jI~' 
Essence Essence 
(harmony between poetry and science. (social construct changes-
Science was weak in the competition, but not Science prevails in the competition "'ith other 
blocked by poelry~ial construct) intellectual thoughts after if has been received 
------------- ------------- broader popular perception.) 
POETRY 4 SCIENCE SCIENCE 
ANCIENT TIME MODERN TIME 
Figure 8: Diagram of study and proposed solution on culture rupture 
In the two social constructs shown above, science and poetry are both involved. The problem 
of the modem time is that the balance between these two approaches has been broken, 
because our attitude towards nature has changed. Such a big shift in daily life and 
subsequently in modem theories led to a cultural rupture. However, it is a human nature, a 
human instinct to see the cultural continuity. As we know that scientific systems and modem 
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value systems cannot interpret nature totally, we should be allowed to use the poetic system, 
such as applying some theories based on experience (not directly), to understand the world 
better. We need to realize that nature is too complex to be quantified and to be researched 
under the scientific methods of today. This is especially in the case of architecture that needs 
to deal with so many issues as a whole, such as social behavior, historical continuity and the 
like. I believe that some experience based ancient theories could help us to understand nature 
better because they represent the concentration of the experiences of millions of people over 
thousands of years. We need to explore these theories, however, within their own 
philosophical structure. Fengshui theory, for example, is not to be explained with modem 
planning principles. As a theory, it is time-proven more than any other planning theory. In 
thousands of years people enjoy the resolution offered by such theory without any problem 
until modem methods come to dominate people's thinking. This change in attitude towards 
F engshui is not because the principle is not working, but because that we are trying to 
explain it using scientific language and are questioning its correctness from the viewpoint of 
modem value system. As a result, Fengshui was called superstition for a long time. The self-
evident truth to the ancient people is not the truth any longer, because the way we are finding 
the truth is not the same as our forefathers - we keep asking everything to be proved under a 
strict scientific structure to be the truth, while our ancestors found truth from experience. 
Nonetheless, the ancient theories could not be applied directly as it is shown in the diagram 
above, because they are the appearance of the essence of the ancient time. As the social 
construct changes, direct application seems to be out of context. The essence of ancient time 
in the diagram can tell me how to keep the balance between science and poetry, and this 
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essence can be found by studying the appearance of that time (both experience-based theories 
and examples of ancient practice available today). I believe the essence of the ancient time 
can be explained and understood, so that such understanding would help to improve the 
awareness of the role of poetry. Poetry can then be introduced in the design process with 
consciousness to keep the balance between science and poetry. Only when the essence of the 
modem time (attitudes, approaches, thoughts etc.) reaches a new kind of harmony as it was, 
but at a higher level, can the rupture between the past and today disappear. 
It is my goal to find out the order and spirit of the society behind ancient theories and 
examples, which could enable me to work free from traditional architectural images. People 
would like to see continuity in their social environment and I believe that the past spirit could 
manifest itself when the scientific and poetic approaches are used together. Science and 
poetry as complementary inspirations can enrich a design in terms of understanding nature 
and human society better. Scientific developments have brought architecture to a new heroic 
epoch. However, if science works alone, it could also bring disasters, such as what a lot of 
modem buildings surrounding the Ancient Observatory are doing today. Those designs can 
satisfy people's physical need better than traditional architecture, but they are far from 
satisfying their social spiritual needs without careful consideration of cultural continuity. 
Poetry can help to inspire science in this sense. As discussed in Chapter IV, when I 
understand the poetry in traditional architecture by seeing through the appearance ( ancient 
theories and examples) to the essence, poetry can improve the science to reach a better 
solution. Such a solution is at a higher level of harmony than the classical harmony, thanks to 
the development of science. 
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In general, the development of science explains why we cannot go back to the old time and 
reverse the whole process as William Morris did, hoping that the classical harmony could 
remain; and poetry offers a possibility to bridge the cultural rupture by understanding essence 
instead of appearance. Adopting traditional forms, therefore, cannot help us achieve a 
harmony. Science inspires poetry to understand the logic behind the poetry, while poetry 
inspires science to understand society in a broader sense that is beyond the scientific logic. 
When we have both science and poetry working together in our designs, both of them would 
go beyond their limits to achieve a common goal. 
3 .2 Program of Thesis Design 
The Beijing ancient observatory functions no longer as a research institute but as a museum 
and tourist destination. Although it is a good place for science historians and some of 
astronomers to do research, the architecture itself has its own limitations as a preserved 
tourist site. Most scientists doing research related to the observatory and astronomical history 
are located in a new institute in western Beijing. To be more accurate, the Beijing ancient 
observatory cannot be called a museum, because it then loses the sense of doing research and 
exchanging intellectual ideas with the general public as well as scientists and professionals. 
Based on this thinking, the thesis program goal is to establish an adjacent museum not only 
for the tourists and the citizens nearby, but also for the scientists and scholars. It will be a 
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place for the research on ancient science and a place for the exhibition of these research 
achievements. 
A proposed program includes a small library, a research center for the scholars and 
exhibition spaces for the ancient science. 
3 .3 Design Process 
This section describes how the scientific approach and poetic approach are used in this thesis 
design and how they affect my decision making process. When I started to consider the 
design of Ancient Science Museum, the first question came to me is "how should I handle 
the scale of the building"? 
As a person growing up in the modem time, and receiving modem education, my first 
instinct is inevitably to proceed with the scientific approach. I research the scale of buildings 
of past and of today. The scale of traditional architecture - courtyard housing with certain 
number of single story rooms on the perimeter and void in the middle - is a product of 
ancient science and poetry. From a scientific perspective, the wooden structure only allows 
certain height and span of the building. This form of building provides people with fresh air, 
sunlight, and closeness to green area, which as a whole satisfies people's needs for a unity 
between people and nature according to Chinese cosmologic ideology. The courtyard 
housing also ensures the hierarchy in a family, which is an important part of ancient Chinese 
social life. By looking at the examples of ancient time, we can tell that science and poetry 
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have reached a harmony in the architectural practice. However, can it be used in the modem 
environment? 
First, people's basic physical needs are pretty similar now as compared to the ancient time. 
However, modem city has a much higher concentration of population. Each square feet of 
space in the city core is precious. There isn't enough space to spread out ifwe want to satisfy 
basic physical needs of people. Secondly, some of modem functions and the modem concept 
of democracy do not even exist in the traditional space. Therefore, from a scientific 
perspective, the scale of buildings today cannot be the same as that of before. 
Thanks to scientific development, buildings can fulfill more of people's needs because of the 
change in building technology, such as construction methods and materials. As a result, the 
building and urban appearance changed completely. This is a major reason why it won't be 
successful to apply only traditional forms, the product of ancient science and poetry, in 
today's design. 
The development in building science and change in social constructs require a modem scale. 
The modem scale is a product of modem science and poetry. Building can have larger span 
and support more load. Buildings grow vertically instead of horizontally in order to satisfy 
both people's physical needs for complex functions and the tight space requirement. Is there 
a modern poetry beside modern science and a balance between modern science and poetry? 
Again, the examples of modem architectural practice answer this question. Looking at 
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modem architecture alone, it is beautiful. It shows strength, efficiency, and hygiene, some 
very important parts of modem poetry. So can I use the modem scale and stop at this point? 
The answer comes from people. Many Beijingers who have longed for moving out of old 
courtyard housings into new apartment complex cheered for a while. Then in the early dawn 
or late dusk, they start to linger around the building, starting to look for a sense of the old 
space they had in the courtyard, a sense that they shared with their ancestors and their fellow 
people. The rupture is in their mind, and they are searching for a continuity of their social 
feeling, a part of the ancient poetry. From a scientific perspective, the new building complex 
provides them with the convenience of modem life, such as sunlight through the clear glass, 
flushing toilets and hot water; the greenness in the community space around buildings or 
houses gives them fresh air and closeness to nature, everything that is physically apparent in 
the old building, or only better. So what is missing? 
This is the start point where I begin to use a poetic approach. I researched on people's 
spiritual needs in the past and of today, not only the individual happiness or sadness inspired 
by a specific physical environment, but a collective social feeling of Beijingers, who inherit a 
tradition of more than a thousand years. I found that the continuity of a part of ancient poetry 
is missing from most modern scientific approaches. For example, when we talked about 
closeness to nature, Chinese ask for not only trees and lawns in an open space, the 
environment that many people from other countries love; this is not a traditional space in 
Chinese family life. The tradition is to enjoy looking at trees that they planted themselves 
while drinking teas and talking about poets with friends in their own courtyard or hutong 
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protected by high walls. This is the part of poetry that Chinese still love and would like to 
integrate into their modem life. Therefore, I would like to reflect in my design the sense of 
continuity in the poetic aspect of people's life. 
The next step is how to realize this continuity in my design. I would like to mention that 
science and poetry have been two approaches in the theoretical field. However, when it 
comes to architecture, something of physical existence, I consider science a method to 
implement poetry, as a poetic theme needs to be conveyed in words. Because I cannot use 
ancient science to create the sense of continuity as I discussed earlier, I ask myself: "can I use 
modem technology to create a sense of ancient spirit?" 
I would like to use the design of courtyard at the Ancient Science Museum as an example. In 
this design, both scientific and poetic approaches have been applied, and I feel that I 
. understand the meanings of courtyards much better than before. By examining the ancient 
theories as well as examples, the poetic approach helps me to comprehend the essence of a 
courtyard in terms of social meanings. Such essences - the spiritual requirement of void, the 
sense of being close to nature and the freedom within certain extent of protection - is then 
used to guide and inspire the scientific approach continuously to enrich this design. On the 
other hand, the analysis of the scale of courtyard from a scientific perspective helps me to 
understand more clearly the ancient examples in regards to the relationship between sunlight 
and the scale of courtyard and the like. I studied the proportion between the height and length 
of ancient courtyards, and found that with the height of a modem building, it is hardly 
possible to design a courtyard on the ground level, which can provide the same feeling of 
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protection without restraint. However, a courtyard on a higher level can give people the same 
sense of protection, because the height above is shortened and modem building has a larger 
span, which allows an increase in the length of courtyard. So the proportion between the 
height and length of a traditional courtyard can be maintained. Sunlight and fresh air can then 
be supplied. The modem technology allows me to create green area in the courtyard on 
center of the roof. The courtyard is a protective environment with people's spiritual belief in 
the center of the space. So people will have the sense of unity between people · and nature in 
an environment that they are familiar with, and yet created by modem science, or say, only 
made possible by modem science.-On one hand, poetic approach inspired science. Scientific 
technology is used in a field that it hasn't been applied for as far as I know. The field of 
science has been broadened. On the other hand, science made the continuity of poetry 
possible. My design serves as a platform, where scientific approach and poetic approach 





In this chapter, I will explore a design process and search the original source that inspired my 
design concepts with the help of ancient theories and examples. I would like to explain my 
design in two parts: 1, Wall- Yang, solid, isolated and protective---- examples will be given 
along with my design. 2. Courtyard - Yin, void, open and free ( close to nature). Yin Yang 
and Qi influence the design along with "scientific language" - which means the ancient 
theories are not working in their old ways; poetic and scientific languages work towards the 
same goal and bridge the rupture between modem and tradition. 
The ultimate goal of the design is to represent and integrate the social spirit and people's way 
of life in my design instead of integrating the traditional forms, which represented ancient 
theories in the past. The history and architectural heritage have been an important part of my 
design intuitively before, but in this thesis design they are studied in the depth of social 
meaning and integrated with consciousness about their roots and paths. The meaning I 
achieve from these heritages is critical. What are the messages that city walls, courtyards, 
gateways etc. delivering to us in terms of understandin·g the people's life style in Beijing, 
understanding what people need on a spiritual level, which many people complain that they 
hardly experience among the modem buildings in Beijing today. For example, the city wall 
means more than a wall in its physical appearance; merely representing it as a wall should 
not be the way in our design. Behind the wall is a spirit of Yang, which protects Yin and 
holds Qi. The meaning of wall can be explained in numerous ways - protection, isolation, 
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privacy to the outsiders and harsh climate, enforcement of Qi, which fosters the people's 
freedom and active social life. Figure 53 in Appendix D shows the role of walls in 
Beij inger' s daily life. 
Although the design method reflects my thoughts on the balance of science and poetry, it 
would focus on introducing the poetic approach to reach a new balance as is discussed above 
(the red arrows in Figure 8 show the design process). The scientific approach is already 
embedded in the design as what we are trained. Since we can't and don't want to go 
backward to the ancient time as William Morris did, a scientific approach has been adopted 
in the design. 
4.1 Site and General Design Concept 
Given the history of modem Beijing urban planning and development, downtown Beijing is 
located in the old city core. The Forbidden City is in the middle of the modem Beijing as it 
was in its pre-modem times. This planning idea of utilizing the old city core in a modem 
town has led to tremendous urban and social problems such as congested traffic and poor 
living environment with the process of modernization and the limitations of the old town for 
such changes. As the population grew in geometric progression, the old city core has been 
burdened so much, that many hutongs ( traditional scale streets formed by courtyard walls on 
both sides), have been pulled down, while many surviving hutongs are facing the same fate 
of such demolition. 
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Figure 9: Beijing's hutong (1) Figure 10: Beijing's hutong (2) 
Traffic, or rather to say the momentum of modernization, turns hutongs into monumental 
boulevards, and as a result, courtyards, blocks and blocks of Beijing's typical residential 
housings, have been razed. A similar scenario could be compared with the Austrian 
Secession movement- refer to AdolfLoos's story on a saddle-maker in Vienna in 1900. 
(Munz, 1966) On both sides of the main streets of the city, modem high-rise buildings try to 
convince people that here is "an international metropolis". I don't think that the city cannot 
be changed, but I am quite skeptical that such change in Beijing is the right way. Urban 
textures have been changed without any consideration of the existing environment. 
Traditional urban texture is not designed by somebody but is formed by millions of people 
living in the area and its rich history. It grows organically. The beautiful and harmonious 
relationship among houses, streets and other buildings is not reinforced in modem time as it 
was in the history, but is destroyed by this careless attitude towards nature and organic 
process in nature. 
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This is a typical 
main street with 
more than 100 
meters width 
inserted in the 
old city. 
Hutongs .and old 
buildings have been 
demolished clearly 
and replaced by huge 
modem architecture 
in the old city core. 
Traditional urban 
texture seems to 
ade out along the 
city modernization 
The modem 
buildings on the 
main streets change 
-=====:!'? the traditional urban 
texture and block the 
old housings 
completely into the 
background. 
Figure 11: Arial phot~ of city 
center of Beijing 
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Here is another example to 
show the change in the 
urban texture m Beijing . 
. The texture of modem 
building lS defmitely 
different than the old one in 
terms of scale, which is not 
the point of question. I don't 
Figure 12: A typical commercial area in downtown Beijing . think the unsatisfactory 
situation today is modem urban texture's fault, but the .attitude that decides how to have them 
co-exist. I believe that the hybridization .and co-existence of the new and old could inspire an 
. . organic form of the city with time. "Clear cutting" will destroy the birth ·of a new harmony of 
the city just as new trees can't grow up· healthfully where all trees have been cut. 
· Figure 13: The movement of Qi of the design site 
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The Ancient Observatory is located in a major commercial and business district of Beijing. 
Two 60-meter wide major city streets form one of the busiest intersections in the city. Newly 
developed large blocks of modem buildings line up along the streets. The Ancient 
Observatory is the only preserved ancient architecture along that portion of the city fa9ade. 
Charming traditional courtyards stand in the shadow of the monstrous block building and are 
nowhere to be seen from the streets. Only over the delicate contour of the ancient observatory 
can people be reminded of the harmonious ancient city texture. However, the Ancient 
Observatory alone can not lead the view anymore as it once did in the long-gone past. The 
block buildings form a new architectural climate. The site for the ancient science museum 
gives me a chance to break the climate. By designing a low-rise architecture, an open point is 
created at the intersection, allowing the inner traditional texture to be introduced into the 
modem city life and grow as part of contemporary life, which could otherwise been blocked 
by another giant building. The traditional texture can't be repeated, but can be integrated. 
The ancient theory considers the living environment as a living entity (Qi). The ecologic 
system of architecture is very much similar with the biological world, such as forest. If the 
modem high-rise zone block the path between main streets and traditional residential areas, 
the ecological system must be disturbed ( dead Qi). I would like to see the ancient science 
museum be the path to introduce the Qi from traditional areas to the streets, so that a new 
harmonious ecologic system will be established. From the perspective above, one can sense 
the purpose of the flow of Qi. Only when modem and traditional areas cross paths, can they 
grow together to find out their balance point, since it's impossible to preserve the whole 
traditional areas without any changes in Beijing. 
Figure 14: Site Plan 
Figure 15: Ancient Observatory (1) 
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Surrounded . by high . . nse modem 
buildings that are expected to be the. · 
symbols of modem city, The Ancient 
Observatory, the treasure of the place, 
has been a lonely spiritual isla1:1d. 
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Figure 16: Ancient Observatory (2) 
V 
Figure 17: Ancient Observatory (3) 
The concept starts from the spirit of the site (poetry of the place). Since the given 
surrounding environment is not preferred, how to bring back the spirit that still exists in 
people's mind but faded away from the place forms the main idea in the design. 
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Figure 18: Ancient Observatory (4) 
After the careful observation of the site, the spirits of the place could be abstracted from the 
existing textures and the changing form of the project circumstances. The diagram below is 
what I believe an ideal solution to let a place grow with both the historical trace and new 
changes. Tradition and Modem take care of each other and depend on each other. 
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Figure 19: Hybridized texture of old and new 
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with the old 
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The diagram above shows that the change does not apply the spirit which comes from history 
and will go into the future, so that the new change blocks the connection between past and 
present. The _design concept comes from the poetic study of the spirit of the place. The sketch 
below shows this idea along with other sketch study of the city. All of them are the efforts to 
find out the spirit in poetic language, which is not to avoid applying scientific language, but 
to explore a new thinking to find the long-lost spirit. 
Figure 21: Beijing in my painting . 
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Figure 22: Prototype study of urban texture and initial concept 
The diagram above is the prototype study of Beijing's texture and early design concept, 
which responds to the research. The painting I created during the process of the study (figure 
21) inspired me with its poetic language that reflects and gathers all my thoughts in another 
appearance - architecture. 
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4.1 Wall- Yang 
Figure 23: Perspective from the east side of Ancient Observatory 
The City Wall-the ancient observatory was a part of the old city wall of Beijing, which 
became a favorite site for many Beij ingers to experience social life, since most other city 
walls were demolished in the 1950s. The memory of the history and the love for the history 
made this wall one of the most important identifiers of Beijing. Walls play an important role 
in people's social life in Beijing. The solid city wall is a symbol of stability, strength and 
protection. People enjoy chatting atthe foot of the city wall, a place where they feel familiar 
and safe. Similarly, hutongs formed by walls of courtyard housing provide a stage for 
people's daily social life. 
Figure 24: The wall of Ancient Observatory 
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Wall was not simple as it is today in terms of general meaning. Spirit wall was for every 
family housing compound. It reflects the unique way of living and appreciating nature. The 
wall in the design is to pursue this spirit rather than to design a creative object, although it 
must be creative and innovative since it is created today. Its appearance is new while its spirit 
is continuous, as a child is connected to his/her parents. 
Figure 25: A typical spirit wall in Beijing 
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The free standing wall on the east side of museum is designed to create a social space for 
visitors as well as local residents, as city walls and walls of courtyard housing do for 
Beijingers. This wall also has the function of a screen wall, which was often used in 
courtyard housing. Although they are different in terms of size and shape, the spirits behind 
them are the same - they both create some level of isolation between the outside and inside 
world, but do not completely cut the connection between the two. Qi is still flowing inside 
and out, but social spaces are separated from the outside public spaces, which are considered 
to have stronger Qi. In the case of the Ancient Science Museum, the familial Qi is the Qi of 
the museum and adjacent courtyard housing, and the Qi of public space comes from the busy 
city traffic and blocks of modem buildings, which are only a few meters away from the site. 
A park is designed behind the wall and connects to the traditional hutong at the north side of 
the site to form a flowing space between the museum and the ancient observatory. The 
flowing space serves as a bond among the ancient observatory, the courtyard housing and the 
museum, and the museum becomes a natural part of the traditional community. 
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Figure 26: Design concept sketch (bird's-eye view) 
At the same time, the flowing space introduces and extends the old city texture formed by the 
hutong and courtyard housing from background to the modem city, so that traditional social 
spaces are not isolated only within traditional courtyard housing areas. It becomes a part of 
the city and interweaves with modem urban textures formed by wide streets and blocks of 
high-rises. The study of city walls, the old city textures and surrounding modem buildings 
helped me to build a right sense of scale in the design. 
People who lived and are living in Beijing enjoy the beautiful nature and freedom in their 
courtyards with the protection of walls. The balance between isolation and openness creates 
different spaces in harmony. However, not only walls can meet this goal. Solid and void are 
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Figure 27: Diagram of Yin and Yang of Courtyard in the 
design 
not absolute. Things are 
interchangeable in the 
Yin-Yang theory. For 
example, a courtyard 
house is a wall ( a Yang) 
to the hutong (a Yin), 
but at the same time the 
courtyard is a part of the 
void space (a Yin) 
surrounded by the city 
wall ( a Yang). The 
properties of things are 
based on the relationship between two or more things (See Figure 27). Water is often seen as 
a Yin element in many situations, but I use it in this design as a Yang to the park, the main 
streets and the museum itself. Water creates a distance between the city and the museum as 
walls do between the hutong and a courtyard. On one hand, the design is open. Qi can flow 
into the museum freely. The view flows from the site entrance through a bridge at the south 
side of the museum to the courtyard on the second level. Chinese are happy to see the 
changing views along movements. On the other hand, water is protective, as too much 
openness would destroy the mystery and cannot improve the spirit (Figure 28 and 29). In 
addition, designing water around the museum structure allows more freedom in the facades 
of the museum, such as the opening on the facades, because protection is already given by 
water to some extent. 
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Figure 28: A Chinese Garden (1) Figure 29: A Chinese garden (2) 
There are two low walls along the bridge at the south and west sides of the main museum 
structure. There is text relief on these walls. When people go through the bridge, the walls 
give them a sense of time, the ancient time, which is different and mysterious. By guiding 
people through a time passage the text serves as a preparation for people who visit the 
museum. It is worthwhile for modem people to know more about the ancient times, their own 
past, which leads to them where they are today. 
4.2 Courtyard - Yin 
Figure 30: Beijing Courtyard housing 
A courtyard is the center of a living 
environment for people living in 
Beijing. They believe that living close to 
nature is healthy and pleasant. With the 
protection of walls, almost every room 
in family courtyard housing is open to 
the courtyard in the center. Courtyards 
supply fresh air to a protected housing 
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compound and provide residents opportunities to plant trees and grow gardens; A courtyard 
is also the center of people's spiritual life - it represents people's love for nature and their 





------Figure 31: Sketch of study of city walls 
Void is a symbol of 
courtyards. It is believed 
that in a void (space), a 
high level of meditation can 
take place. This is not a 
belief of one person or one 
family, but the belief of the 
entire city, even the entire 
nation. From a country 
protected by the Great Wall 
to the city protected by city walls and to hutongs formed by thousands of courtyard houses, it 
is not difficult to find a typical model of "void". The sketch shows that the city of Beijing can 
be seen as a big courtyard enclosed by outer city walls. Although the city walls do not exist 
any more, the names of each wall gate are still used to name streets and plazas today. 
Beijingers keep the memory of the city walls alive, and this is an important factor in the city 
planning of Beijing today. The Golden Forbidden City is another courtyard in the center of 
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Figure 32: Diagram of theories of walls 
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Since the idea of courtyard is so important 
to people living in Beijing, it is difficult not 
to address this issue in an architectural 
design in Beijing. However, I can hardly see 
any serious thinking on this issue from the 
modem buildings in Beijing in terms of 
understanding the spiritual needs of people 
in courtyards. Many buildings along main 
streets imitate the form of courtyards 
without studying the impact of scale and the 
spiritual and physical function of a 
courtyard. Since Chinese traditional 
architecture is a wood structure, the scale of 
an individual building cannot 
be too large. Multiple 
buildings form a compound to 
fulfill a complex building 
function. Therefore, the 
Figure 33: Scientific analysis of the scale of courtyard texture of the old city was 
much smaller than that of a 
modem city. It is impractical to keep the same scale in today's design. However, the same 
spirit can be kept if we can understand the essence of tradition. As Confucius told us, the root 
of spirits is the same. The high-rise apartment to the south of the museum has an enclosed 
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courtyard. It looks like a well, so that sunlight cannot reach the courtyard. Unfortunately, it is 
getting more difficult to clean the courtyard because many people consider it as a dump 
station. Although the scale of the plan is similar to a traditional courtyard, comparing to the 
height of the building itself and building in the surrounding, it is too small when the 
courtyard is still located on the ground level. A space that is open to nature but is never 
reached by sunlight is a sick place according to Fengshui theory. The information from these 
theories are that spirit does matter, no matter what kind of form carries the spirit. 
Figure 34: A traditional painting that shows the "void" of courtyard 
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COMPUTER CALCULATION RESULT 
Figure 35: Analysis of "view corridor" in the design 
Taking all the matters discussed above into account, a courtyard is designed on the roof of 
the museum for better sunlight and better view to the observatory. It is intended to reinterpret 
the .spirit of the courtyards nearby. The design tries to construct a close relationship between 
the observatory and the museum in terms of spirit instead of appearance. I observed closely 
and did research on courtyard housing in Beijing. What is interesting is that both poetic and 
scientific explanations on the scale of courtyards are in accordance this time. For example, a 
lot of surveys show that most residential courtyards are about 13 x 13 square meters, and the 
normal height of buildings in courtyard housing is 6 meters high. According to the F engshui 
theory, when D/H = 2, the scale of the courtyard is suitable for buildings. The angle 0 is 27°. 
When this angle 0 is larger than 27°, people would feel too constrained in the courtyard. That 
means the view angle should be smaller than 27°. The solar profile in Beijing at Winter 
Solstice happens to be 26°30'. Scientifically this angle guarantees that direct sunlight can 
reach every building in courtyard housing. Of course the scientific language can't explain 
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the sense and feeling of courtyards, so there is no certain requirement in terms of the size of a 
courtyard in the F engshui theory, which a combination of scientific knowledge and people's 
emotions. For example, the courtyard of the observatory is about 21m deep, because the Qi 
nearby is much stronger (and the city wall is more solid and higher) than a normal courtyard. 
Larger courtyard makes people feel more comfortable in this case. The courtyard of the 
museum is designed to be 30m wide, because of the larger scale of the urban texture of 
today. Scientifically, the revolution in architectural construction makes it possible to unite a 
group of buildings that were built of wood in traditional courtyards. There is a lot of concern 
that the much bigger modem urban scale would harm traditional city fabric. As is discussed 
at the beginning of this chapter, modem material and scientific approaches cannot be 
abandoned. Loathing our epoch cannot preserve the old. Past should speak today through our 
modem wisdom. So the different appearance is a natural result, demonstrating aspects of the 
past that modernists avoided or ignored. To keep the same scale of traditional courtyard is 
not acceptable. However, it would be too big if there is nothing in the courtyard, so that 
people would lose the suitable sense of enclosure in the courtyard. A glass elevator is 
designed as the main entrance in the middle of the courtyard to achieve a comfortable scale 
as well as a spiritual need. It's necessary to explain this idea that void (courtyard) is the 
place of spirit, which is surrounded by the solid (housing), where people live physically. It's 
a common feeling and belief that the center is the most important place; even the Chinese 
named the country the empire of center. Surrounded by trees and water, the glass box is 
going down to an underground level. As the height decreases and sunlight dims, one goes 
back to the times of past. The distance of time and space can be sensed during this process. 
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An overhanging roof of the library creates a gray space between the interior and the exterior. 
The gray space reduces the difference between inside and outside environment. The pleasure 
of being close to water and trees is a Chinese tradition. The view to the observatory is the 
flow of Qi to connect the new building to the old. This design tries to convey that the natural 
ecological growth process can't be designed, but a suitable environment for this organic 
growth can be prepared. 
4.4 Conclusion . 
Einstein's theories of general and special relativity can be used to actually prove that time 
travel is possible. Government research experiments have yielded experimental data that 
conclusively illustrate that fast moving aircraft have traveled into the future. Why don't we · · 
architects think about the role time plays in our space design? Scientists believe that they are 
closely connected. To some extent my project's goal is to lead a time travel to explore the 
ancient science world, so that the connection between past, present and future can be 
reached. The order of the spaces in architecture reflects time from present to past by 
expanding diverse spaces in sequence. The museum will be a place where the present meets 
history, where innovation meets tradition. 
There are many instruments made by ancient scientists present in the Beijing Ancient 
Observatory. The instruments intrigue me very much, because they were not only media for 
their research, but also that of their views of the world. The images below explain what the 
scientists thought through those beautiful patterns, which are only cultural artifacts to 
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Figure 36: The astronomic instruments in Beijing Ancient Observatory 
The continuity of history in design is critical in order to create in the present and to go 
forward to the future. We have had already a lot of beautiful thoughts in the past. Especially, 
the instruments exhibiting in the Ancient Observatory are among the best examples that 
reflect the extremely high level of thinking on nature by means both of science and of poetry. 
However, they are in the past. We cannot go back, nor get rid of past. As Ken Y eang noticed 
that the nature process and ecological system are too complex to be quantified and 
represented by the scientific approach today. (Yeang, 1995) It is also true that the natural 
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instinct has been long "abolished by conditioning - a form of learning" (Bateson, 2000, 
p.11). It is time to find our natural instinct and embrace nature totally. As Figure 8 shows, 
when science takes advantage in the competition with other thoughts and receives popular 
perceptions, the social constructs change dramatically. The balance between science and 
poetry has been broken. This is the major reason that leads to much confusion and 
contradictions between tradition and modem. Since in the natural instincts people would like 
to see continuity in culture and history, to bridge such cultural rupture became the main goal 
of this thesis. It's obvious, as shown in Figure 8, that neither the adoption of ancient theories 
or forms (appearance) nor abandoning history can be the way to reach the goal of this thesis. 
The new d~sign process reflects how to reach this goal. Generally, finding the essence behind 
ancient theories and. examples will lead to a new thinking on re-balancing science and poetry 
today. New harmony between man and nature can be achieved by science as well as poetry, 
by knowledge as well as experience, by ration as well as passion. 
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Figure 38: Design perspective from southeast 
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Appendix B: People's Life and Design Process 
Figure 43: Diagram of the design process 
Figure 44: Peking opera 
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Figure 46: Festival in a temple 
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Appendix C: The Modem City Of Beijing 
Figure 48: Kunlun hotel 
Figure 49: The national theater 
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Appendix D: Wall and Courtyard 
Figure 50: A courtyard in downtown 
Figure 51: A courtyard in the Forbidden City 
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Figure 52: A screen wall in downtown 
Figure 53: The wall of the ancient observatory and a wall in Forbidden City 
